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President’s Message
 Lenny Reich

Winter is finally releasing its grip as I write this. It was quite cold at times and gave us 
good ice cover on the two lakes. Up here in the northwest corner of Salmon Lake, we saw 
lots of ice fishermen poking holes in the ice and a good many fish coming out of them. The 
resident bald eagles took great interest, coming to check for small fish left on the ice when 
the fishermen vacated, and they often departed with dinner for their trouble. It’s been won-
derful to see the return of eagles to the lake over the course of the three decades I’ve lived 
here. If only our other environmental efforts could be so successful!

This past year on McGrath and Salmon was unusual. Although we had little precipita-
tion in July, lots of rain fell the rest of the spring, summer, and fall, so water levels remained 
high. What a welcome change from the low water we’ve experienced in recent years!

But, perhaps because all of that rainwater flushed phosphorus into the lakes, both Mc-
Grath Pond and Salmon Lake had some of their worst water quality in years, with McGrath 
Pond’s clarity actually less than Salmon Lake’s during the fall. Among the Belgrade Lakes, 
only North Pond, which has been suffering full-on algae blooms, was worse than either of 
our two. As you will see a few pages further on in her “Water Quality Update,” 7 Lakes Alli-
ance’s Danielle Wain finds this decrease in water clarity in both our lakes as cause for real 
concern. 

We don’t know for sure what caused it, but we do know that our 2017 watershed survey 
located 105 properties needing remediation, almost a third of all those around the lakes. In 
addition, streams and road ditching coming into the lakes from up in their watersheds can 
carry phosphorus from some distance away, especially during storm events. Somehow, 
enough nutrients got into the water of both lakes over spring, summer, and fall to cause 
algae growth and a lessening of water clarity.  

With funding from the Federal Clean Water Act and in conjunction with the Maine DEP 
and 7 Lakes Alliance, we have since 2019 worked with 39 property owners around our two 
lakes to remediate runoff problems, and a new round of grants has just been approved that 
includes as many as 27 more properties over the next two years. This is vital work, and we 
were very pleased to get the grants and do the work, but it’s not enough.  

This is an “All Hands On Deck!” situation. Each of us with shorefront property must 
make sure that no nutrient-laden runoff reaches the lakes. For example, building up a buf-
fer of native plants and natural mulch in the first 20 to 30 feet from water’s edge can slow 
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runoff sufficiently that it sinks into the ground before reaching the lake. There are other 
things we can do — from crowning camp roads, to fixing septic systems, to eliminating 
paths that go down slope directly at the lake.

For aiding in this work, MPSLA plans to distribute several color brochures this summer 
to show how to take better care of our lakes. We will make sure that there are plenty to go 
around, courtesy of the Francis Fox Sandmel Education Fund.

I should be sure to mention the powerful LakeSmart approach, which provides the for-
mat for owners to beautify their property and improve its value as they protect the lakes. 
Kim and Dave Hallee run our LakeSmart program and have an article about it in this issue 
of the Newsletter. Be sure to take a look, and consider making your property LakeSmart. 
You will be very happy you did.

As I said in the President’s Message last year, keeping our lakes clear is a never-ending 
process that requires efforts from the whole lake community, not just a few devoted peo-
ple. That’s never been more true than now. It’s time to roll up our sleeves and get to work! 

Thanks to everyone for efforts on
 behalf of our lakes,

Lenny Reich
lsreich@colby.edu

Photo - David Sandmel
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Water Quality Update
Dr. Danielle Wain - Lake Science Director 

7 Lakes Alliance-Colby Water Quality Initiative

Your Lakes Need Your Help!

Since 2015, 7 Lakes Alliance and Colby College have collected Secchi disk readings 
(water clarity) and water samples for total phosphorus (TP) analysis on McGrath Pond and 
Salmon Lake at Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) Station 1, the deep-
est parts of each lake (Figure 1).

  

Figure 1: Map of McGrath Pond and Salmon Lake denoting the 
Maine DEP sampling stations (www.lakesofmaine.org)

From this monitoring, we can see how important water-quality metrics, such as aver-
age TP and Secchi disk transparency (SDT), change from year to year. These metrics are 
one way of classifying the trophic state of the lakes, which essentially tells us if we have 
good (oligotrophic), medium (mesotrophic), or bad (eutrophic) water quality.
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The State of Maine has defined thresholds for water quality based on SDT and TP. An 
average SDT reading between 13 ft (4 m) and 26 ft (8 m) is defined as medium water quality, 
greater than 26 ft (8 m) is good, and less than 13 ft (4 m) is bad. An average TP value be-
tween 4.5 and 20 ppb is defined as medium water quality, with values below and above that 
range as bad and good water quality, respectively. 

Unfortunately, 2021 was 
a bad year for water quality 
in both McGrath Pond and 
Salmon Lake. There was a 
green tinge in both lakes 
through most of the summer 
(Figure 2). This is also shown 
in the numbers (Table 1). 
The average water clarity for 
both lakes was not far above 
4 m, perilously close to the 
threshold for eutrophic wa-
ters. While their average 
phosphorus readings were 
in the medium water-quality 
range, these are still some 
of the highest phosphorus 
levels in the Belgrades, with 
only North Pond’s (where there was a bloom last summer) being higher. It had an average 
of 17 parts per billion.
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How does this compare to previous years? Since we started more-intensive data col-
lection in 2015, McGrath Pond and Salmon Lake have fluctuated but remained in the medi-
um (mesotrophic) range (Figure 3). However, in 2021 there was a large decrease in water 
clarity in both lakes!

Figure 3: Average SDT for each year. The red line indicates the “bad” water quality 
threshold, while the green line indicates the “good” water quality threshold.

Once a water body tips into the bad/eutrophic range, it will usually not return to better 
conditions without significant remediation work. Preventing McGrath Pond and Salmon 
Lake from falling into the eutrophic range is imperative. We all need to do our part to re-
duce phosphorus inputs into the lakes by reducing runoff and erosion in the watershed. 
Buffer strips at the lakeshore and erosion control are key to preventing these lakes from 
tipping into a condition where there are blooms every summer.

If your property is not LakeSmart, get in touch with the MPSLA LakeSmart coordina-
tors Kim and Dave Hallee to have your property evaluated. See their article elsewhere in 
this Newsletter. You can also get in touch with 7 Lakes Alliance (495-6039) if you would like 
the Youth Conservation Corps to help you do erosion-control work on your property. Either 
way, your lakes will thank you!
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Grant Funding Available
Charlie Baeder - 7 Lakes Alliance

Erosion Control 319 Grant Funds Available to Landowners, 2022-2023

7 Lakes Alliance works with MPSLA on erosion control projects to keep stormwa-
ter runoff and dirt out of McGrath Pond and Salmon Lake. Runoff carries dirt to ditches, 
streams, and directly to the lakes. Dirt contains phosphorus which is plant food for algae. 
Too much phosphorus causes algal blooms that can be toxic to people and to animals, 

and that can diminish property values.

We have three erosion control programs to help you keep our lakes clear: the Youth 
Conservation Corps (YCC), the LakeSmart program, and the Maine DEP 319 grant pro-
gram.  Please see the MPSLA and 7 Lakes websites and this newsletter for more informa-
tion about YCC and LakeSmart. This article focuses on the Maine DEP 319 grant program.

The Maine DEP 319 program administers US EPA Clean Water Act section 319 grant 
funds in Maine. 7 Lakes is eligible to apply for these funds because McGrath Pond and 
Salmon Lake are considered “threatened” lakes by Maine DEP as a result  of development 
and water quality trends (note that all 7 major lakes in the Belgrade Lakes watershed are 
considered either “impaired” or “threatened”). 

We are also eligible to apply for grants because we are operating under the McGrath 
Pond-Salmon Lake Watershed Protection Plan, available at the MPSLA website. The Plan 
was developed following a survey of the McGrath Pond-Salmon Lake watershed in which 
105 properties were identified as having erosion control problems.  

319 funds are available to residential, commercial landowners, and towns. They are 

Salmon Lake
Crushed Stone, Tiered Erosion 
Control Mulch and Blue Stone 

Salmon Lake
Culvert with

 “Rock Sandwich”

McGrath Pond
Stream with Rip Rap
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Funding for this project was provided, in part, by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under Section 319 of the Clean Water 
Act.  Section 319 grants are administered by the Maine Department of Environmental Protection in partnership with EPA.

cost-share grants that require match funds from landowners. We target high and medium 
impact sites for 319 grant funding. Low impact sites are typically referred to the YCC and 
LakeSmart programs.

7 Lakes completed a 319 grant program for 2019-20 with several major outcomes:

Installed 41 erosion control projects (Best Management Practices or BMPs) at 10 
high priority sites, including 6 private roads, Camp Tracy, residential properties, 

and Pleasant Point Park.

YCC installed erosion control projects (BMPs) at 14 residential properties.

LakeSmart evaluations were conducted on 17 properties by MPSLA volunteers.

7 Lakes just received a new grant from Maine DEP and has funds available for erosion 
control projects in 2022-23. We plan to work with private landowners, road associations, 
commercial businesses, and towns on erosion control projects. Typical projects include 
rebuilding gravel roads and driveways, replacing undersized or failing culverts, installing 
shoreline buffers and raingardens to reduce stormwater runoff, stabilizing shorelines, and 
other water quality improvement projects.

To get more information about the 319 Grant Program and whether your project will 
qualify for funding, please call or email: 7 Lakes Alliance, Attention: Charlie Baeder, 207-
495-6039, info@7lakesalliance.org.

McGrath Pond
Blue Stone & Rip Rap

Salmon Lake
Holding Ponds & Rain Garden

McGrath Pond
Pleasant Point Park
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LakeSmart
Kim & Dave Hallee

We need your 
Help! 

This is a call out for 
more LakeSmart 
evaluations and 

evaluators! 

With some topical 
reading and a day 
or two of seminar, 

you will acquire 
the knowledge and 
resources to help 

your lake and your 
neighbors. We look 

forward to accompa-
nying you as you gain 
confidence in helping 
your neighbors rem-
edy threats to water 

quality.

LakeSmart Opportunities

The goal of the LakeSmart program is to provide infor-
mation and resources to lake dwellers on property care and 
improvements that increase long term useability and con-
servation of land and water.

These two examples are from away, but elements of the 
examples shown are visible on Salmon Lake and McGrath 
Pond. 

This first photo shows 
compacted soil with insuffi-
cient plant matter to diffuse 
rainfall’s impact and provide 
a chance for water absorp-
tion results in runoff, soil 
movement, shoreline col-
lapse and nutrient loading in 
the lake.

Compare that to trees 
that diffuse both mid-
day sunlight and damag-
ing downpours. Shrub-
bery can  provide privacy 
screening, noise buffer-
ing, wildlife refuge and 
help define recreation 
areas. Shoreline buffering’s root systems help protect from 
property loss and its foliage is a windbreak and sound barri-
er to neighborhood activities in both directions! If present, 
aquatic plants provide wildlife habitat while utilizing water 
borne nutrients and minimizing wave impact on shoreline.
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In the eight years Kim & Dave have been LakeSmart Coordinators for Salmon Lake and 
McGrath Pond we have surveyed over 50 properties. Of those, 25 properties now proudly 
display a LakeSmart sign. Many have been caring for their properties on behalf of the lake 
for years. Others contacted us when informed of threat identified during the 2017 water-
shed survey. 

The survey found 105 properties with threats to lake water quality. That is nearly 1/3rd 
of the properties surrounding McGrath Pond and Salmon Lake! More properties need to 
be evaluated, more recommendations of soil conserving remediations need to be deliv-
ered to provide the best care for the lakes we love!

There is help in reaching your property protecting goals. Illustrated descriptions of 
common remediations, plants, and planting methods to meet many situations are avail-
able. A LakeSmart evaluation is often a first step to 7 Lakes Alliance’s Youth Conservation 
Corp and soil and water conservation grants.

To our awarded neighbors: 
Thank you and keep up the great care you have provided. 

To the residents who have not yet received an award:
 Keep up with your remediation efforts.

Contact us if you have more questions. Each of your conservation efforts protects your 
property and preserves, and improves, the Lakes’ water quality.

Guidance and Resources
LakeSmart Coordinator – Kim Hallee 207-314-0881; khallee@gwi.net 

Water Quality – https://www.maine.gov/dep/land/watershed/materials.html
Erosion Tech Support, Youth Conservation Corp – laura.roseday@7lakesalliance.org 

Matching Grant Opportunities, 319 Funds – charlie.baeder@7lakesalliance.org
Conservation Practices for Homeowners – https://www.lakes.me/lakesmart

Kim & Dave 
Hallee
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We’re SurroundedWe’re Surrounded
By Invasives

And Need Your Help! 

Surrounded by invasive aquatic plants, that is. Invasive plants spread rapidly, crowding 
out native plants while taking over ecosystems, degrading fish habitat, and making boat-
ing and swimming difficult or impossible. Once well established in a lake, invasives are just 
about impossible to get rid of. Of course, this lowers property values significantly.

Salmon Lake briefly had an infestation more than a decade ago, but it was discovered 
when still limited to the outlet stream, and Maine DEP managed to eradicate it. We were 
very lucky that time, but depending on luck is not an effective strategy.

In almost every case, invasive plants are carried into waterbodies on boats or their 
equipment. The best way to keep those invasive plants out of McGrath Pond and Salmon 
Lake is through careful inspection of boats, equipment, and trailers by trained Courtesy 
Boat Inspectors (CBIs) before the boats are launched. 

MPSLA has paid for CBIs over the years thorough a program run by 7 Lakes Alliance, 
but costs have been going up along with wages, and it’s getting hard to find and keep staff. 
It’s become clear that if we want to protect our lakes, we need to step up and augment paid 
staff hours with volunteer hours. The reason is that the danger of infestation by invasives 
has become extremely high and is getting worse. We’re literally surrounded.

To the west, Great Pond has multiple infestations of Variable Leaf Milfoil. 7 Lakes Alli-
ance and the Belgrade Lakes Association have, 
since 2012, spent well over a million dollars keep-
ing it in check. They’ve found that it’s a fight just to 
keep even – and Variable-Leaf is the less aggres-
sive of the two milfoils found in Maine waters. 

To the east, Friends of Messalonskee likewise have been battling Variable Leaf Milfoil, 
which is concentrated at the south end of the lake but has attached to the lake bottom in 
most all the shallow areas around the lake. It clogs up Belgrade Stream all the way to Wings 
Mills dam, and shards continually come floating down the Stream into the lake. It only 
takes one shard caught on the shaft of an outboard motor or on the wheel of a trailer to 
infest a new body of water.

Variable Leaf Milfoil
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To our north, the aquatic invasive Curly-
Leaf Pondweed recently found its way into 
East Pond via a private boat launch on the 
pond’s meandering outlet stream and has al-
ready spread over the dam to North Pond, al-
though the infestation there may yet be con-
tained. This is a developing situation.

And to our south, Cobbossee Lake actually has two invasive species, free-floating Eu-
ropean Frogbit and the more-aggressive kind of milfoil, Eurasian, first discovered there in 
2018. Eurasian Milfoil spreads very quickly. Strands of the plant can grow several inches on 
a sunny day. An article in the Morning Sentinel last August quotes the lake association vice 
president as saying, “A lake that becomes really infested with Eurasian Milfoil is absolutely 
useless to everybody. There’s no boating or swimming.” Whether the groups on Cobbossee 
can prevent that from happening is an open question.

So, those are the invasives on every side of McGrath and Salmon, and they present 
quite a threat, all season long. In addition, many of the boats arriving at the Salmon Lake 
boat launch come from elsewhere in Maine or anywhere in the Northeast. And with waters 
warming everywhere, there are greater quantities and varieties of invasive plants headed 
our way all the time. We need to be prepared.

Last summer, our CBI coverage at the Salmon Lake boat launch was inadequate, lim-
ited to 7:00-11:30 a.m. on weekdays and 7:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. on Saturday & Sunday. What 
happens if an invasive-laden boat arrives at noon on a weekday or 1:30 on Saturday after-
noon? The boat gets launched into the lake without being inspected, drops off shards as 
it travels, and we soon have an infestation that may extend from the Salmon Lake outlet 
stream to the Narrows to Pleasant Point Park at the top of McGrath Pond. In other words, 
it’s here to stay.

The way to get adequate CBI hours at the Salmon Lake boat launch is with MPSLA vol-
unteers. In fact, other lake associations have been using volunteers for a number of years. 
The East Pond Association, for example, has staffed two days per week with volunteer 
CBIs so that paid staff can cover more hours the other five.

Curly-Leaf Pondweed

European Frogbit Eurasian Milfoil
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Three members of the MPSLA Board of Directors got CBI training at the end of last 
summer, and the remaining directors plan to go for it this spring, so that they can be the 
first to volunteer. Training involves a couple of hours of your time, learning what to look for 
and how to find it, at the 7 Lakes building in Belgrade Lakes Village. After that, volunteers 
will go into a pool of certified CBIs, and we will work out a convenient schedule for every-
one, not to exceed an hour or two per week.

Whether we take a couple of days per week or cover several hours after the paid CBIs 
leave each day, we can bulk up the coverage so that the great majority of boats are launched 
when a CBI is there, ready to check that they don’t go into our waters with invasive plant 
shards hitching a ride.

If you would be willing to get CBI training and help keep invasive plants out of McGrath 
Pond and Salmon Lake, please drop a note to this email address: 

MPSLA.CBI@gmail.com
 Your lakes will thank you!

Lenny Reich

Photo - David Sandmel
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Loon Nest Rafts
For Salmon Lake

Rob True

On March 27th, Lenny Reich and I spent the afternoon in Falmouth at Maine Audubon 
building two Loon Nest Rafts that we will place on Salmon Lake once the ice is out. So far, 
we have put together a small team of builders and monitors that also includes Neil Korost-
off and Mike Scherer, who are both on Salmon.  

This project is funded by the U S Fish and Wildlife Service as part of a settlement from 
a fuel-oil spill in Buzzards Bay (Cape Cod) that killed over 500 loons, including some that 
breed on Maine lakes. This is an effort to restore the loon population. Maine Audubon and 
Maine Lakes are providing the expertise, materials, and any assistance we will need as we 
monitor the rafts over the spring and summer. We are only responsible to purchase a few 
items, including concrete anchoring blocks. 

Placement of one raft will likely be in Snap-
per’s Cove at the southern end of Salmon Lake, 
with the second raft at one of three coves at 
the northern end of the lake. The location of the 
northern raft will be decided in consultation with 
the staff from Maine Lakes when they deliver the 
chain and other items. This location will be de-
termined by depth, prevailing wind direction, and 
proximity to another nesting pair.  

As with any loon nest, it’s important that people not get too close, especially with 
larger boats. The monitoring of these nests will be weekly or bi-weekly, depending upon 
occupancy; if anyone is interested in helping out, please let me know. The other area where 
we need help is keeping eyes open for nesting activity anywhere on Salmon, as there used 
to be active nests in at least four locations. 

Please email robatrue@gmail.com

Rob True

Photo - David Sandmel
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Although many of its summer guests trace their roots here to the early 1900s, the small 
colony of rental camps nestled into the northeast corner of Salmon Lake is still a fairly well-
kept secret. It’s not uncommon for a lifelong area resident to exclaim upon arriving, “I had 
no idea this was here!”

The story of Wheeler’s Camps begins in 1899, when my 
great-great-grandfather William Wheeler and his friend Henry Kenney 
built a summer cottage on Kenney’s land in Oakland, previously within 
the Wabanaki Confederacy. This wide swath of woods and pasture ran 
from the shore of Messalonskee Lake to the shore of Salmon Lake.

Camp Keneo – a wry mashup of “Kenney” and “Kineo,” a 
grand Maine resort hotel of the era – was set on a peninsula 
in a sunny cove, and it immediately became a favorite gath-
ering spot. Over the next four years William’s brother Abel 
and a couple of other friends from the local community, 
George Allen and Arthur Leonard, built three more camps 
on “Birch Point” for their families.

By the early 1920s, William’s son Dean had taken the 
reins of the family businesses in Oakland, Wheeler’s Funeral Home and Wheeler’s Furni-
ture Store. With passenger train service now running between New York and Maine, the 
Belgrade Lakes region was becoming a wildly popular summer destination. City-weary vis-
itors, ready to reconnect with nature, arrived at Belgrade Station with steamer trunks con-
taining up to a summer’s worth of belongings. 

Dean noticed the increasing demand for summer rentals, and 
thought it would be a fun way to bring more family and friends to this 
peaceful lakeside retreat. He bought out Kenney’s half of the property 
(now a mere 100 acres), and between 1921 and 1942, with the help of 
his friend and employee Alden Savage, designed and built half a dozen 
well-spaced camps along the point. He charged $14 a week, but en-
couraged guests to rent by the month. He and his wife Ethel became 
gracious hosts to an expanding community of like-minded souls. The 
camps were quickly filled by word of mouth; thus many guests already 
knew one another.

William & Eliza Wheeler

Wheeler’s Camps
A Century (and then some) on Salmon Lake - Robyn Deveney

Camp Keneo 
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Those early decades on Birch Point were highlighted by activities such as community 
potlucks, campfire sing-alongs, horseshoes and croquet tournaments, fishing (yes, there 
were salmon!), sailing, and canoeing. Occasionally a small group of hardy youth would ca-
noe the entire Belgrade Lakes chain, portaging as needed and spending one or two over-
nights camping along the way. Local businesses catered to the summer crowd by coming 
to Wheeler’s to sell their wares directly. Bakery, milk, and fish trucks, as well as groceries 
and the U.S. mail made their way down the 3/4 mile gravel road. The housekeeping plan 
meant that guests did their own cooking, and left their camp ready for the next visitors.

Daily life on Birch Point was somewhat primitive, although not a stretch for those 
times. Food was prepared on wood- or oil-fired cookstoves. Blocks of ice cut from the lake 
the previous winter provided refrigeration. Oil lamps were the only source of nighttime 
illumination. Plumbing consisted of a hand pump that delivered lake water for washing up, 
and drinking water was brought from town in huge glass jugs. 

Later updates brought small luxuries: a DC generator installed in 1929 provided mod-
est electric lighting and pumped water to a wooden water tower, which gravity-fed to all 
the camps. This move to indoor plumbing also happily marked the end of the outhouse era 
(hot running water was still 5 decades away, however). After the generator was replaced 
in 1948 with service from Central Maine Power, iceboxes made way for refrigerators, and 
guests were offered the option of renting electric ranges.

Although each cottage was unique, they all embodied a common rustic simplicity. The 
relaxed and convivial atmosphere of lakeside life often gave rise to creative expression. 
Guest books from the early years are filled with humorous “sung to the tune of…” offerings, 
and poems like this one penned by long-time campers:

Come rest you here! Give care the slip
Give up the days to fellowship
And let’s be done with scowling.
There’s time enough for doubt and fear,
And bitter thoughts throughout the year,
When winter storms are howling.
‘Tis friendship holds these walls together,
They were not built for heavy weather.

(“Camp Sunset,” Lilian and Henry Dill, 1937) Camp Sunset 1926
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The 1960s saw mature forest reclaiming the pastureland above Birch Point. Waterskiing 
competed with sailing and canoeing as the preferred youth activ-
ity, while potlucks and campfire songs continued undiminished. 
Dean’s son Alfred was now running the family businesses, and had 
eased gracefully into the role of camp manager with some help 
from his sister Ruth. Eventually, they divided the property so that 
Ruth and her family could enjoy their time at the lake without re-
sponsibilities, and Alfred and his wife Barbara carried on as camp 
hosts.

Family reunions and courtships, legendary adventures and 
life-changing retreats continued as the third Wheeler generation 
kept the cottages open for their summer friends. By the late 1990s, 
the great-grandchildren of the first campers were arriving on the scene, and the original 
four cottages were seeing their fifth generation of summer shenanigans. New families were 
welcomed into the fold each year. Alfred and Barbara were in their 80s, and their energy for 
camp operations was waning. Having followed Gramp on his rounds each summer since 
childhood, I was hired as camp assistant. 

Upon Gramp’s death in 2010, with the support of my partner Phyllis, I stepped fully into 
his (much larger) shoes. We began gently refurbishing the camps while preserving the at-
mosphere that has lent them so much charm. A century ago, Wheeler’s Camps started out 
contemporary, albeit rustic; simply by not changing much, the place has become some-
thing of a quaint anachronism. Now as then, it tends to attract folks seeking refuge from an 
increasingly fast-paced and complicated world. When former campers return after many 
decades away and exclaim, “It looks just the same!” we feel that our efforts have been suc-
cessful.

Barbara & Alfred Wheeler

Twin Pines 1945 Twin Pines 2021
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This article might have been titled “A Century of Living Lightly on the Lake,” but for the 
fact that, until the 1970s, humans were largely unaware that we could harm our planet – 
and the Wheelers were no exception. They and other families built camps wherever they 
wanted (usually just feet from the water’s edge) and generally carried on with no consider-
ation of potential effects on the environment. 

Common practices of that era included using dynamite to move huge glacial boulders 
that were “in the way,” bathing in the lake with soap and shampoo, bringing in truckloads of 
sand to make beaches, and allowing cows to drink and wade in the water. Septic arrange-
ments were casual, the ubiquitous 2-cycle outboard motor spewed oil with every smoky 
chug of a piston, and nobody imagined that dirt washing into the lake might result in algae 
blooms decades hence.

Today, we are becoming ever more aware of the fragility of the 
lake we love, and we strive to incorporate environmental stew-
ardship into everything we do. We’re fortunate that the families 
who vacation here are equally enthusiastic about preserving the 
local ecosystem. They understand the value of Salmon Lake as 
a sanctuary and a place of timeless beauty, more precious with 
every passing year. 

Photo - David Sandmel

Phyllis & Robyn
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The Sheridan Corporation
The Thirsty Mule
Titan Tire Chain & 
     Custom Welding
Lynne & John Albert
Felix & Mary Chambers
Avaline Fairhayden
Mark & April Gray
Anonymous
Dirk & Cathy Kershner
Neil Korostoff & Stacy Levy

Barb & Ken Leach
Ed & Beth Medema
Bill & Heather Moore
Chad Partridge
Poulin Family
Nona and Ron Purnell
Sheila & Peter Rancourt
Jeff Rosato
Kay Rutherford
Bill Scott  Family
Bob & Jean Taylor
Rebecca Wlazlo

Member
New England Naturopathic Health 
Jenny & Craig Allen
Dan & Zaharoula Alexander 
Susan & Robert Barton 
Dawn Beatson
Rebecca & Dean Bedard
Dan Bessey
Don & Terry Borman
Barbara Bowling
Matti & Chris Bradley
Dan & Brenda Breton
Jonathan Brier
Randy & Rachel Brodeur 
Karl Broekhuisen
Stephanie Calkins
Douglas Carnahan
Tom Carnahan
David & Jennifer Christiansen
Donald & Kim Clark
Jamie Cluchey 
Jeremy Cluchey 
Nicole, Ken & Colleen Crabiel
Scott & Jane Dalesandro 
Chet Dalgewicz
Sherrie Damon
Mal & Ellen Dawson
Daniel DeLorey
Robyn Deveney & Phyllis Capanna
Phil & Lisa DiGrazia
Cathy Dittemore
Mary Ellen Donat
Wayne Dorr
Susan Fesenmaier
Carol Fisher
Alicia & Andy Forster

Mike & Caryl Giggey
Mark Hevenor
Anonymous
Karen & Kieth Hotchkiss
Sten Jensen
Walter & Lori Johnson
Andrew & Janet Kane
Anna & Terrance Kendig
Jeffrey S Klein
Lisa Larrabee
John & Nancy Loomis
Peter & Stephanie Mace
Kay & John Macklin
Don & Nancy Mairs
Joseph & Dorothy Marino
Deborah Massey & 
     Hubert Heimburger 
Doug & Candee McCafferty
Laurence, Cynthia & 
     Ryan McCarthy
Mary & Edison Morris
Brian Mountain
Mark Perry
Kelly Pinney-Michaud, Kerry Becht,
     Michelle Wiswell & Peter Small
Donald & Jean Ponitz
Greg & Dawn Poulin
Michael Poulin
Robert & Sylvia Poulin
Jonathan Ralton
Robert & Joyce Ray 
Scott & Sue Rosenberger
Bonnie & Mitch Sammons
Charles Sandmel
Jody Sataloff & Steve Brinn
Rick & Cindy Sayles
David & Joan Schneider
Lori Seto & Kyle Kelso
Christie & Phil Souza
Everett Sparks
Michael Stein
Wendy & Rich St Pierre
Thompson Family
Kent VanHeukelom & Sondra Korman 
Danielle Wain
Marilyn Wheeler
Jay Wietecha
Don & Diane Wood
Robert & Charlene Zabrowski
Dick & Maggie Zeig
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McGrath Pond – Salmon Lake Association

Not a Member?  
It is never too late to join the crowd!

As stewards of our two lakes, your membership dues help fund:
Narrows Preserve

Invasive Plant Patrol
LakeSmart Inspections

Courtesy Boat Inspections
Water Quality Improvement

Education and Outreach Programs
Department of Environmental Protection Grants

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES

Individual --- $35 
Family --- $50

Lake Steward --- $100
Watershed Steward --- $250

Lake Futurist--- $500
Watershed Futurist --- $1000

The MPSLA is a 501(c) 3 nonprofit organization

To make 
online payment, go to:

mcgrathpond-salmonlake.org/donate

If you prefer to make Donations by check, see page 24 for 
MEMBERSHIP FORM
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Business Sponsors
(See Pages 26 & 27)

Watershed Futurist
$1000 +

Lake Futurist
$500 - $999

Watershed steWard
$250 - $499

Lake steWard
$100 - $249

Wheeler’s Camps
wheelers-camps.com

Hammond Lumber
www.hammondlumber.com

Lakepoint Real Estate 
www.belgradelakepoint.com

Somerset Stone & Stove 
www.somersetstonecenter.com

Camp Modin
www.modin.com

Amy Bernatchez, Broker
Lakepoint Real Estate

Boy Locksmith
207-872-5862

Golden Pond
Wealth Management

Higgins & Bolduc
Insurance

Sheridan Construction
www.sheridancorp.com 

Smile Solutions of Maine
smilesolutionsofmaine.com 

The Thirsty Mule
www.thethirstymule.com 

Titan Tire Chain and 
Custom Welding 

207-465-4144

Integra Services
207-314-6341 

Korner Store and Deli
www.kornerstoreanddeli.com 

Maine Eye Doctors PA
www.maineeyedoctors.net 

Novem Inc
 info@novem.technology 

Belgrade Boat Storage 
and Marine Repair

www.belgradeboatme.com

Day’s Store
www.go2days.com

Hamlin’s Marine
www.hamlinsmarina.com 

Higgins Construction
higgi@roadrunner.com 
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Thank You Sponsors
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Thank You Sponsors



McGrath Pond - Salmon Lake
Association
PO Box 576
Oakland, ME 04963

Our Mission is to preserve and protect the natural
 character, enhance the water quality, and promote the

 responsible use of the lakes for the benefit of ALL

Website: mcgrathpond-salmonlake.org
Facebook: facebook.com/MPSLAssoc

email: outreach@mcgrathpond-salmonlake.org

Please send us an email if you would like to receive a paper copy of the newsletter.


